JAMES J. HILL SAYS TARIFF IS NOT ON REVENUE BASIS

SESSION ENDS WITH SPEND FEST

Total of Appropriations at Legislative Session Just Closed Is Comparatively Small—Is an Increase Over 1907.

BATTLESHIPS' GREAT VOYAGE SETS PACE FOR ALL NAVIES

ROBIN COOPER PLEADS HIS CASE

PROBLEM OF COST OF LIVING HARD TO SOLVE

WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?

Tariiff does not produce enough revenue.
What product is growing less each year?
What shall we tax agriculture?
Capital does not produce more what it did 25 years ago.
We may have to find $800,000,000 to pay country's food bill.

(Herald News by Longest Leased Wire.)
New York, Feb. 29,—They talk about revising the tariff," said James J. Hill today. "Why, at the present rate of expenditures, the tariff is now scarcely on a revenue basis. How, then, is it to be raised unless we raise the cost of government?"

"I am not a free trader," he went on. "But I see the evils in present tariff schedules, although I do not know how they are to be remedied, unless we shall call a halt upon the cost of government, or shift the tax-dollars fall on the people to domestic industries rather than on the foreign manufacturer."

As to trains, I guess Mr. Hawsley was right when he testified before a committee at Washington that the tariff was the mother of these.

The House questions or problems will be needed. They are much more salutary than the one of supreme importance, which is how to extract from the soil the maximum of production at the minimum of cost. The trust problem will break down of its own right long before or solve this latter problem. Upon its solution depends the answer to your question, What is the name and what is the answer to the problem of our cost of living?

Whatills New England?

The House and the Senate have a great many of the states in the union thronging upon us, seeking an answer to their problem.

RAINEY QUEERED PANAMA TREATY

Banana Statesmen Retaliates by Calling on Each Arbitration.

MARRY HARRIMAN NO MORE THE YOUNG MR. GOOLET

(People to flowers from James Wills)